
Level 1 - Week 10 Learning from Home Overview  

Reading  

In Reading, students will begin the week by continuing to explore the literary elements of a narrative, through the 
lens of the CAFE strategy, Comprehension – Recognise literary elements. They will view a text and analyse its 
settings. Students will then focus their learning on the mentor text, ‘The World Needs Who You Were Made To Be’ by 
Joanna Gaines. Through the Expand Vocabulary strategy of ‘Use a dictionary or glossary to define the word’, students 
will investigate the interesting words within the text. Further in the week, they will deepen their understanding of 
the book’s meaning, by forming text-to-self connections and conducting self-reflection. 

 

Writing  

In Writing, students will continue to deepen and strengthen their writing skills, through the focus of our Sentence 
Fluency goal of, ‘Use long and short sentences’. They will analyse the use of different types of sentences and the 
impact it has on the reader. Students will then synthesise a mix of long and short sentences to produce fluent pieces 
of creative and letter writing. Further in the week, students will revisit a previous writing goal, ‘Use an emotion or 
passion’ by reflecting on the performance from Dazzling Dan the Magician. 

 

Spelling  

In Spelling, this week the students will continue to focus on a text called ‘The World Needs Who You Were Made To 
Be’. This text will be used for the students to identify and inquire into new and exciting words. The students will then 
use non-digital and digital resources to research information related to the words they have chosen, to deepen their 
understanding. 

 

Mathematics  

In Mathematics, students will continue to strengthen their knowledge of addition and subtraction strategies. 
Specifically, the strategies of counting on, doubles and near-doubles, and partitioning. They will have the opportunity 
to apply these strategies to solve various addition and subtraction equations. Through these strategies students will 
continue to explore the connection between addition and subtraction and how they can connect them to solve 
problems. They will be encouraged to apply pictorial, concrete and abstract strategies. 

 

Inquiry 



In Inquiry, students are deepening their understanding of our final Art form ‘Music’. The focus for the week will be on 
exploring the tone of musical instruments and objects. Students will create a musical instrument out of recycled 
materials to explore high and low sounds. Additionally, students will complete the unit by reflecting on the guiding 
question, “How do we express ourselves?”. They will explain how they connected with their preferred art form and 
reflect on their challenges by identifying when they were in the Productive Struggle.  

 

YCDI  

In YCDI, students will learn about the importance of focusing and active listening during online sessions. They will 
identify personalised strategies and learn how to apply them to reduce distractions and remain focused.  

Students will also make connections with our YCDI keys of success: Organisation, Persistence, Resilience, Confidence 
and Getting Along, by completing a reflection about how they demonstrated success throughout the term.  

 

 

  



Level 1 LFH – Week 10 Timetable 

                                                                             8.50-9.05am                                                                              
ROLL CALL & CHECK IN  

Please eat your breakfast before you attend Microsoft Teams. 
You must be punctual and be in full school uniform at your organised learning space. 

 

Monday 13th 

September 

Tuesday 14th 
September 

Wednesday 
15th 

September 

Thursday 16th 

September 

Friday 17th 

September 
(Last day of Term 3) 

9:05-9:55am 9:05-9:55am 9:05-9:55am 9:05-9:55am 9:05-9:55am 
Session 1 
Reading 

 
LI: To understand the elements of 
a narrative 
 
Task: Students will be learning 
about the Comprehension 
strategy, ‘Recognise literary 
elements’. They will be analysing 
the settings within The Violin 
Man. 

Session 1 
Reading 

 
LI: To understand how to strengthen 
my vocabulary 
 
Task: Students will be learning about 
the Expand Vocabulary strategy, ‘Use 
a dictionary or glossary to define the 
word’. They will be investigating the 
interesting words within ‘The World 
Needs Who You Were Made To Be’. 
 

Specialist Day Session 1 
Reading 

 
LI: To understand the power of 
reflection 
 
Task: Students will continue to 
explore the text, The World Needs 
Who You Were Made To Be. They 
will apply the Comprehension 
strategy, ‘Use schema to connect 
with text’, to form text-to-self 
connections and also conduct self-
reflection related to the text. 
 

Session 1 
Writing 

 
LI: To strengthen my letter writing 
skills 
 
Task: Students will write a letter to 

Dazzling Dan thanking him for his 

performance and informing him of 

their favourite parts of the show. 

They will focus on implementing 

the writing strategies of ‘Use long 

and short sentences’ and ‘Use an 

emotion or passion’. 

 
9:55-10:10am Screen/brain break 

 

10:10-11.00am 10:10-11.00am 10:10-11.00am 10:10-11.00am 10:10-11.00am 

Session 2 
Writing 

Session 2 
YCDI 

Specialist Day Session 2 
Writing - Yom Kipper 

Session 2 
Inquiry 



LI: To understand what makes a 
fluent sentence 
 
Task: Students will continue to 
explore long and short sentences. 
They will apply their knowledge to 
write a story, reflecting on how 
using short and long sentences 
impacts the reader. 
 
 

 
LI: To reflect on my successes during 
LFH 
 
Task: Students will reflect on their 
successes during Learning from 
Home. They will focus on how they 
have applied the YCDI keys and the 
school values to overcome 
challenges and succeed in their 
learning. 
 

*Upload to SeeSaw* 

 

 
LI: To understand the power of 

reflection 

 

Task: 

Students will reflect on the main 

theme in the picture book from 

reading, ‘We can each be who we 

want to be’. 

They will write a letter to 

themselves about ‘who they want 

to be’ and how they are going to 

achieve it. 

 
LI: To understand how to express 
ourselves 
 
Task: Students will reflect on their 
connection to the different art 
forms we have explored this term. 
They will write about how it made 
them feel and the challenges they 
faced within each. 
 
 

*Upload to SeeSaw* 

 
11.00-11:30am Recess break- Outside 

 

11:30-12:20pm 11:30-12:20pm 11:30-12:20pm 11:30-12:20pm 11:30-12:20pm 
Session 3 

YCDI 

 
LI: To understand how to focus 
 
Task: Students will explore the 
meaning of ‘focus’ and reflect on 
strategies to assist them to focus 
during online learning time. 

Session 3 
Maths 

 
LI: To understand the connection 
between addition and subtraction 
 
Task: Students will be learning the 
‘counting on’ strategy, to solve 
addition and subtraction equations. 
They will explore the connection 
between addition and subtraction. 

Specialist Day Session 3 
Maths 

 
LI: To understand the connection 
between addition and subtraction 
 
Task: Students will be learning 
about the ‘doubles and near 
doubles’ strategy, to solve addition 
and subtraction equations. They will 
continue to explore the connection 
between addition and subtraction. 
 

Session 3 
Maths 

 
LI: To understand the connection 
between addition and subtraction 
 
Task: Students will be learning the 
strategy of ‘partitioning’ to solve 
addition and subtraction 
equations. They will continue to 
explore the connection between 
addition and subtraction. 

 
12:20-12:40pm Screen/brain break 

 

12.40-1.30pm 12.40-1.30pm 12.40-1.30pm 12.40-1.30pm 12.40-1.30pm 

Session 4 
Inquiry 

*Screen Free* 

Session 4 
Spelling 

*Screen Free* 

Specialist Day Session 4 
Sustained Writing 

*Screen Free* 

 

LUNCH BREAK 



 
LI: To understand tone 
 
Task: 

Part One: 

Explore musical sounds around 

your house. Record 5 objects and 

their tone. Does it have a high or 

low tone? 

What did you notice about the 

objects and their sounds? 

What did you notice about the 

size of the object and their sound? 

 

Part Two: 

Draw a labelled diagram of your 

chosen instrument. 

 

What materials will you need? 

What sound do you think it will 

make? High or Low. 

What will you use to create a 

musical tone? 

 

For example, I might create a 

shaker out of a water bottle and 

fill it with rice or pasta.  

You might use a can, pot or pan 

and create different drums sticks 

so that you can make different 

sounds. 

 

LI: To understand how to strengthen 

my vocabulary 

 

Task: 

Part One:  

View the text, ‘The World Needs 

Who You Were Made To Be’ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

VoLPWqgBANg 

 

Part Two:  

Choose a new or interesting word 

from their own list, that was created 

during the earlier Reading session. 

 

Learn about the word, using a 

dictionary or by asking someone in 

your family.  

If you do not have access to this, 

then you may use a device to find 

the word’s definition and an image of 

it. Write down the definition and 

draw an image to match. 

 

LI: To understand how to 
strengthen my writing 
 
Task: 

Part One: 

We are going to be strengthening 

our sustained writing skills by 

focussing on the fluency strategy 

‘Use long and short sentences.’ 

 

Don’t forget to include rich 

description with our previously 

learnt strategy, ‘Using adjectives to 

describe places, people and things’. 

 

You can freely write about anything! 

Here is a picture prompt if needed: 

12.40-1.30pm 

 

WELLBEING SESSION 

1.30-2.30pm 

 

DISMISSAL 

2.30pm 

 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VoLPWqgBANg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VoLPWqgBANg


 

Part Three:  

Create your musical instrument 

out of recycled materials or 

objects at home.  

Then write a short reflection.  

How did you connect with music?  

Is this a form of Art that you like 

to express yourself? 

Do you prefer to play an 

instrument that you are learning? 

 

 

Part Three: 

Independently conduct the rest of a 

Spelling Inquiry. 

Find out and write these in your LFH 

book: 

1. Syllables in the word 

2. Synonyms/antonyms 

3. Etymology 

4. Meaningful sentence 

 

 

Part Two: 

Once you have finished writing your 

story, read over it and apply CUPS 

to ensure that your writing makes 

sense. 

 

Part Three: 

Represent a significant part of your 

story as an illustration. 

 

 
1.30-2.30pm Lunch break 

 

 
2.30-3.30pm  

Session 5 Afternoon Roll Call 
 

 


